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OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR THE DANISH REALM’S MARITIME
INDUSTRY IN THE ARCTIC

PREFACE
The Arctic is expected to be of increased importance for the maritime industry
in the future. The Danish Realm1 has a significant role in this development both due to Denmark's position as a major maritime nation and due to the geographical location of Greenland in the Arctic and opportunities as mineral, oil
and gas concerns.
In 2011, the Danish Realm published a common strategy for the Arctic, pointing
to the future Arctic possibilities for Denmark, Greenland and the Faroe Islands.
The strategy proposes how the Danish Realm in the future can exploit possibilities. As a consequence, the maritime activities in the Arctic are highlighted in
the government's "Plan for Growth in the Blue Denmark" from 2012, as an area
with growth opportunity.
However, competition in the Arctic is rough. Also other Arctic states have high
ambitions and strong skills. In order to make the most out of it, the Danish
Realm must prepare itself in order to focus and be at the forefront. This calls for
attention from both the public and from the private sector.
To map this growth opportunity, NIRAS has for the Danish Maritime Authority
and with financing from the Danish Maritime Foundation analyzed the commercial opportunities and challenges in the Arctic for the Danish Realm’s maritime industries.
The analysis presents an overview of the Arctic opportunities within the Danish
Realm and provides knowledge in order to pursue the Arctic business opportunities available for the maritime companies.
In the analysis, focus is set on the maritime activities in the Arctic related to
mining operations, offshore oil and gas, cruise tourism and the opening of the
Arctic passages and on how the public and private actors can provide the best
conditions for the maritime sector to take part in the future growth of the Arctic.
NIRAS would like to thank the many experts, companies and stakeholders who,
through interviews and workshops, have contributed to this report. It should be
emphasized that only NIRAS is responsible for the content of the report and the
conclusions.
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1 SUMMARY
The Arctic is expected to be of increased importance for maritime businesses in
the future. This is caused by opportunities, which are gradually presenting
themselves. Some of these have arisen due to increasing prices on mineral resources and increased availability in the Arctic due to global warming. In particular, the opportunities are associated with the development of mining, offshore
drilling for oil and gas, cruise tourism and opening of the Arctic passages.
The Danish Realm’s2 maritime industry’s clear strength is that several companies already operate in Greenland and have unique know-how in relation to the
specific Arctic maritime conditions. That, combined with the fact that the Danish merchant fleet has a leading global market position, provides the Danish
Realm’s maritime companies well for future competition.
The opportunities
In mining, destinational bulk freight is the greatest opportunity for the Realm’s
maritime industry. Several companies are already active in Arctic, and have
gained first-mover advantage over competitors. In addition to the direct opportunity associated with bulk freight, opportunities, particularly in the initial stage
of future mining projects, will open for freight of equipment and materials for
the mines. Also, a secondary opportunity may open for designing and supplying
equipment related to the increase service transportation between the ports
and the mines.
One of the greatest opportunities for the Realm’s maritime industry in offshore
drilling is the interlinked maritime support industry in the Arctic. In the near
future, opportunities may first open in Norway, Russia and Canada. Such include ice management, monitoring drifting ice and towing of icebergs. There is
also more opportunities in shipping oil and gas from the extraction fields - particularly because of the complex technical tasks related to installing pipelines to
drilling rigs in the Arctic. Additionally, needs for emergency management for
the rig staff may arise. Here, the Realm’s maritime industry could provide
"stand-by" vessels, which also are equipped for emergency response for minor
oil spills.
Opportunities may also open for supplying equipment to both support and service vessels and possibly tankers that are necessary to operate the rig, and

2
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equipment for use in oil spills. Furthermore, there will be a need for related
services such as feasibility and environmental studies.
The analyses show that the Realm’s maritime sector role in international cruise
tourism is limited in the Arctic. The sector does not have an established cruise
industry, and hence does not have any competitive advantages to nations, that
already have established such an industry. However, there may be an opportunity for the Realm’s maritime industry in terms of supply of equipment and
service deliveries to cruise ships. In particular, the cruise industry could be an
interesting market for suppliers of rescue equipment, because of the large
number of passengers. Opportunities may also arise in developing a maritime
service and event industry to the many cruise ship tourists in Greenland.
In relation to sea carriage in the Arctic passages, the opportunities are greatest
in the northeast passages and specifically in the short and medium term, transit
and destinational freight of bulk, oil and gas. The opportunity remains, however, limited in comparison to other conventional routes. Furthermore, we will
probably observe increased project-freight shipping for the provision of equipment and materials to construction sites in the high north. Here, as a business
model, the maritime industry stresses that we are likely to see increased use of
multi-purpose vessels for various kinds of freight at once – a development
which may open an opportunity for designing such vessels.
The challenges
The companies, which have been interviewed, stress a number of weaknesses
and challenges for the Realm’s maritime industry. These can be summarized in
five main points:
Lack of Arctic competent employment in the maritime trades
The Realm, as an Arctic state, has accumulated experience in maritime navigation in the Arctic. This experience is however not sufficient to meet the future
demand in human resources. In order to realize the commercial opportunities
more Arctic skills on the ships, the shipping companies' offices and equipment
manufacturers must become available. The skills sought for will range from
navigating in Arctic waters, knowledge on special rules and safety, as well as on
the materials and equipment that can tolerate the Arctic environment.

www.niras.dk
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New Market Entries
The processes of entering new markets in other countries is another challenge particularly in the mining and offshore industry - because of national laws on
i.e. local production, employment, and other technical national requirements
and industry standards. These laws act as technical barriers to trade. Especially
for smaller companies barriers from doing business in other countries may appear to be substantial.
Market visibility of mining, oil and gas companies
Several companies have indicated that substantial challenges exist related to be
enlisted on the supplier lists used by foreign companies, especially in mining.
The problem is, inter alia, the time and cost consuming capacity needed to build
up such relationships – a need which maintains a competitive disadvantage for
the small and medium sized firms to enter the market.
High entry cost for new market players in the Arctic
It is generally expensive to establish oneself as a new, maritime, player in the
Arctic. First, investment costs in the Arctic are larger due to the special ship
design needed in order to sail through the Arctic waters, increased fuel consumption for navigation in ice, etc. Secondly, there are costs associated with
acquiring the knowledge needed to succeed in the very special Arctic conditions. The knowledge about opportunities and challenges in the Arctic are still
limited. If a maritime business wishes to enter the Arctic market, it is a challenge to know what to be aware of and where to look for relevant information.
Severe costs in Arctic communication and emergency management
A major maritime challenge in the Arctic is to ensure communication and manage emergency. The current communication possibilities between ships and
with satellite are expensive and it is difficult to prepare for emergency response
in these geographically vast and sparsely populated areas with harsh weather
conditions. The response to accidents or problems may therefore not correspond to the response seen elsewhere in the world. This creates a challenge,
especially, for cruise tourism in terms of security in the area.
The actions
To address the challenges, there are identified four areas that can build the
capacity needed to meet the Arctic challenges and harvest the opportunities in
the market for the Realm’s maritime industry.
www.niras.dk
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Firstly, a framework for fostering collaboration between companies and public
institutions could be created. Particularly in the forthcoming years when opportunities in the Arctic are still in their infancy, a formal collaboration with the
purpose of exchanging experience and discussing new initiatives, could contribute to new developments. Specifically, an Arctic maritime forum could be created for regular communication and meetings between industry and government agencies. If such collaboration proves to be is successful, later an actual
cluster organization could be constructed.
Activities within such collaboration could also include developing market entry
guides on opportunities and challenges, as well as spreading knowledge on special Arctic issues. Alternatively, an Arctic center could be built, to serve as a first
stop for companies interested in establishing themselves in the Arctic or want
to seek opportunities in different markets.
Another action focus concerns the targeting of Arctic training and educational
efforts. By virtue of the Arctic's growing importance, it would be a natural step
to give the Arctic proficiencies greater attention in educational institutions.
An important step would be to integrate training in Arctic maritime conditions,
including ice navigation, on the relevant maritime schools. Furthermore, the
members of the maritime companies recommend that some maritime skills
must be acquired through practical training and be targeted by in-service training. There may also be a need for enhancing the Arctic market awareness on
the business schools and technical universities. More Arctic training empowers
and positions the workforce to the companies that produce or operate in the
Arctic. It also provides the maritime industry with a larger and more capable
recruiting base to meet the future competition.
As a third area of action, it is necessary to spread the maritime corporate marketing and presence in the Arctic countries. According to several of the businesses, market visibility and presence are crucial for a company’s market share
- regardless of whether the share is obtained as part of an international consortiums or as a subcontractor. The cost of such market presence are substantial to
small and medium-sized companies, but could be limited if the industry collaborates on sharing back-office facilities and representation for trade fairs and
market conferences. Such sharing could build on the existing cooperation between industry and governmental export promotion agencies – including, but
not limited to, the Trade Council of Foreign Affairs.
As a fourth suggestion one could examine the framework conditions for use of
special vessels in the Arctic. In order to ensure competition for companies with
www.niras.dk
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business models that involve specialized vessels for use in the Arctic, including
icebreakers, consideration could be given to let the current laws on general
maritime freight tax and fees apply to specialized vessels.

www.niras.dk
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2 METHODOLOGY AND SCOPE
The analytical process is divided into three phases: research, interviews and
analysis.
The research phase included a desk study and research interviews with key
players, who have knowledge and insight on the existing size and opportunities
of the maritime industry. In the research phase, the overall opportunities and
drivers for the maritime industries in the Arctic were identified. These include
general trends in the industry and how development can help to create growth
for the Danish Realm’s maritime industries.
At the end of the research phase, a hypothesis and development workshop was
held which helped to identify the hypotheses regarding opportunities and challenges that were used as the basis for the interview phase.
The survey included interviews with 25 employees in maritime related enterprises. These interviews identified the Danish Realm’s sector’s existing strengths
and weaknesses as well as their Arctic opportunities and challenges, according
to the individual enterprises. The interviews also helped select and qualify those
actions which are seen as most promising for the maritime industry Arctic
growth.
As part of the analysis phase, the provisional results were presented at a maritime industrial policy seminar, held in Nuuk and organized by the Danish Maritime Authority in collaboration with the Department of Health and Infrastructure and the Ministry of Industry, Mineral Resources and Labour in Greenland.
The seminar, which was attended by a wide range of relevant stakeholders contributed through presentations and plenary discussion to further qualification of
the analysis.
The analytical process included ‘snowball sampling’ to identify new relevant
areas and make recommendations for new interviews. It has secured a broad
involvement of relevant stakeholders.
Several actors have highlighted the fishing sector as an interesting growth area
in the Arctic - especially for Greenland. While it is recognized that the seafood
industry in the Arctic would be an interesting driver of growth for some of the
Danish Realm’s maritime industries in the future, the fishing sector is not included as part of this analysis.
The analysis focuses on the Danish Realm’s maritime industry, i.e. enterprises
with maritime services or products or maritime skilled labour while ignoring
www.niras.dk
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other interlinked businesses. An example of this delimitation can be found in
the part of the cruise industry. Here, the analysis includes those opportunities
of the maritime related businesses and interlinked maritime equipment industry services, but ignores the effect on non-maritime industries such as tourism
services or the retail sector.
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3 GENERAL TRENDS IN THE ARCTIC
In recent years, attention has increased on the Arctic region. Due to the global
warming, the Arctic icecap is increasingly withdrawing and making the Arctic
region more accessible. Furthermore, the increased world population, with a
growing income and purchasing power, affects the demand for more energy
and minerals globally. This - combined with the fact that a number of existing
mines are gradually being exhausted - encourages the mining and oil companies
to look for new regions to extract resources. This has led many to look towards
the Arctic and the vast resources that are continuously becoming more accessible due to climate change and glacial retreat. Furthermore, the Arctic has, in
recent years, experienced increasing attention as a future tourism destination,
due to the world’s growing population and a general trend towards experiencebased tourism.
In the following, the overall trends affecting the Arctic maritime opportunities
are presented. In chapter 4, the framework conditions for the Danish Realm’s
maritime industry are introduced. The findings on the specific maritime opportunities and challenges are presented in Chapter 5. The report concludes with a
list of actions to unfold the opportunities.

3.1 Arctic mining
The increased demand for minerals is driven by three factors: 1) a growing
world population, 2) steady improvements to global living standards and greater purchasing power, and 3) an increased share of consumer products containing minerals. The increased demand, combined with the mineral deposits becoming increasingly expensive to extract, has led to higher world market prices.
The increase in world market prices of resources has invoked increased attention to the Arctic’s potential as a future destination for mineral extraction. This
attention increases even despite the fact that the Arctic is a difficult and expensive area to operate mines due to the hard climate, limited infrastructure and
difficulties in obtaining the energy used for extraction. The recent decline in the
world market prices has also dampened the interest temporarily. However, it is
expected that the attention will return in the long run, due to an expected increase in the future world prices.
The Realm’s maritime industry focus on the Arctic includes, especially, focus on
Greenland. Greenland contains large deposits of minerals. The Greenland Home
Rule Government’s (Naalakkersuisut) ambition is to continuously maintain 5-10
active mines, and in the period from 2014 to 2018, 3-5 more open mines are
www.niras.dk
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foreseen. Focus is in particular on iron, copper, zinc, rare minerals, gold and
gemstones, but other minerals may also appear. In the figure below, some of
the more promising projects in Greenland are mapped.
The Tanbreez Mining project in the area of Killavaat Alunngat is expected to
exploit approximately 3 billion metric tons of rare mineral ore. Once in operation, the mine is expected to produce an annual output of 500,000 to 1.5 million
metric tons. Close to here (by Kvanefjeldet), Greenland Mining and Energy Ltd.
are extracting rare minerals and uranium. By Isukasia, north of Nuuk, London
Mining plans to establish an iron mine with an annual capacity to produce nearly 15 million metric tons of ore. Ironbark Zinc Inc. is establishing a Zinc Mine at
the Citron fjord in northern Greenland, with a forecasted capacity on 250,000
tons of zinc concentrate and 30,000 metric tons of lead annually.

Figur 1.

Examples of mining projects in Greenland

Other Arctic countries also expect to increase their mining activities in the Arctic
and thereby enhance the increasing demand for maritime activities. This applies
to Russia, Sweden, Finland and Norway as in Alaska and the northern provinces
of Canada.
Estimates for Canada predict growth by 91 percent on the extraction of minerals in northern regions in the period from 2011 to 2020 with an annual increase
of 7.5 percent. This applies, especially, for the extraction of metals, where
growth of 138 percent is predicted over the period. In northern Canada, it is
especially the territory of Nunavut that invests in mining exploration. Today
mining involves gold in Meadowbank and Meliadine, and plans for extraction at

www.niras.dk
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Mary River is ongoing. It is predicted that both Nunavut and the Northwest
Territories offer a great opportunity for future mining.

Izok Lake

Mary River
Meadowbank

Raglan

Figur 2.

Examples of mining projects in Canada

Alaska has historically had a growing mining industry. From 2000 to 2010, investments in mining exploration more than multiplied by seven, and there has
been renewed interest for mining in this area. The largest part of the exploration continues, however, to take place in the southwest of Alaska (outside the
Arctic), while only two percent (as of 2010) invested in exploration in northern
Alaska. There is especially focus on gold in the northern regions, where also
very large deposits of coal are forecasted.
Northern Scandinavia is believed to be one of the richest areas of minerals in
the world. In Norway, the regions of Norrland, Finnmark and Svalbard (all Arctic) all rank among the five largest mining areas. Northern Sweden extracts relatively large amounts of iron ore (Norrbotten) and other metals such as gold
(Västerbotten). The mining industry in Finland is also expanding in the Arctic
regions. The country expects, in particular, to enhance its capacity of nickel,
copper, aluminum and platinum.
Russia also possesses a vast mining capacity. The country has, however, had
difficulties in identifying new mining reserves with sufficient profitability. Additionally, the industry suffers from a lack of investment funding, due to new legislation on mining. Despite these difficulties, mining exploration in Russia has
intensified in recent years and the government has established a development
program for the area, aiming at the extraction of chromium, zinc, titanium,
aluminum, tin and uranium.
www.niras.dk
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Based on the above, NIRAS assesses that the growth in Arctic mining exploitation within the next five to ten years may take off and create opportunities for
the Realm’s maritime industries. This is in line with the assessment of the maritime companies, which - according to the interviews - expect to increase their
supply to the mining industry in the Arctic, in particularly Greenland, Canada
and possibly Russia within a foreseeable future. Although parts of the production of the present and future mining industry will be further processed within
the respective countries and transported via onshore infrastructure, the maritime industry assesses that the majority of the production will, due to the large
distances in the Arctic rough terrain, be transported by sea. Particularly in
Greenland there is currently no alternative to maritime freight.

3.2 Extraction of offshore oil and gas
A growing interest for oil and gas in the Arctic has evolved during the last decade. The US Geological Survey has estimated that 13 percent of the world's
undiscovered oil reserves and up to 30 percent of the world's undiscovered gas
reserves are situated in the Arctic. Out of the total oil and gas resources in the
Arctic, over half of it is located in Russia, a fifth in the US and the rest in Norway, Greenland and Canada. Furthermore, more than four fifths of the oil and
gas reserves are to be found offshore.
The increasing demand of oil and gas, combined with the fact that a number of
the established oil and gas fields are running low, have led to higher world prices. This has attracted an increasing interest in exploiting the Arctic oil and gas
fields.
Due to the economic crisis, and the increasing exploitation of shale gas and oil,
the recent years has shown an increasing stagnation of the oil and gas prices.
This is probably the reason why the progression of the Arctic offshore industry
has slowed down. For example, Gazprom, Total and Statoil in 2010 all abandoned the extraction of gas at Shtokman gas field in the Barents Sea due to
increased costs and an unfavorable market. The growing international political
agenda to reduce the use of fossil fuels are also likely to influence offshore activities in the Arctic.
Because of the above, the outlook on the Artic offshore exploration and extraction, in the past few years, has been more modest - especially the short term
forecasts and, in particular, with regard to Greenland. This is confirmed by the
maritime industry, who - according to the interviews - does not expect a larger
extraction of oil and gas in Greenland within the next 20 years. This conclusion
is also reflected in the literature, including the report "To the Benefit of Greenwww.niras.dk
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land" which concludes that the production and export of oil in Greenland at its
earliest can take off in the long run - after 20 or even 50 years. The report “The
Oil and Mineral Strategy of Greenland for 2014-2018" sets no specific targets on
the expected volume of oil and gas extracted in the near future. Instead, it sets
up a strategy to maintain interest from investors and the continuation of publishing exploration permits.
Despite a more modest expectation for the development of the oil and gas industry, particularly in Greenland, there is still an opportunity for the maritime
industry to provide services to the oil and gas industry in the more immediate
future. The opportunity for the maritime industry is greatest when it comes to
the actual extraction, but also for prospecting and exploration, the maritime
industries provide services - on a smaller scale. Cairns exploration drilling in
Greenland has shown that there are substantial maritime activities linked to the
exploration phase. Therefore, as such exploration is expected to continue in the
coming years, the maritime industry, linked to offshore activities, also face an
opportunity in the short run in Greenland.
The extraction of offshore oil and gas also develops in other Arctic regions. This
particularly applies to Norway, Russia and Canada. Norway has experienced
much interest in extraction of oil and gas in the Barents Sea north of Norway.
Statoil Petroleum A / S and Eni Norge A / S are expected to start production at
the Goliat field in late 2014 and the Johan Cast Berg oilfield is expected to initiate exploitation from 2018. In Russia, there are large deposits of oil and gas,
especially along the Siberian coast. The state-owned company, Rosneft, has
partnered with Exxon Mobil to develop oil exploration in the Arctic, and Vankor
oil field is the largest Arctic oil discovery in the last three decades. Also in the
Russian part of the Barents Sea, large (primarily gas) offshore reserves are forecasted. The Kirinskoye gas field and Prirazlomonoye oil field are currently operating. Towards 2020, more offshore exploration activities are expected here, as
in the Kara Sea and Pechora Sea.
Also, along the Canadian and Alaskan coasts, extensive exploration for offshore
oil and gas are currently under way. By the end of 2012, 152 licenses for exploration molding or extraction in the area around the Mackenzie River and Beaufort Strait were given. ConocoPhillips is currently drilling offshore in the Northwest Territories and Statoil and Husky Energy have found oil in the Flemish Pass
Basin off Newfoundland and Labrador.
The overall assessment from NIRAS is that there already exists an opportunity
for the maritime industries to deliver to the Arctic oil and gas offshore industry.

www.niras.dk
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The industry’s opportunity is linked primarily to northern Norway, Russia and
North America, but opportunities also exist for providing services for the earlier
phases of offshore exploration in Greenland.

3.3 Gradual opening of the Arctic passages
Despite significant fluctuations over time, the trend is that the Arctic icecap is
melting and withdrawing, resulting in an expanding operating season each year.
While there are diverging views on the rate of glacial retreat in the future, there
is general agreement that the ice will continue to retreat. This means that while
ice-free summers may increasingly appear in the coming years, considerable
amounts of ice will continue to limit access to the Arctic passages during the
winter months, also in the long run.
Following the continuing withdrawal of the Arctic ice, the Arctic freight routes
will increasingly become attractive markets for the maritime industry. These
routes involve: 1) The Northeast Passage, 2) The Northwest Passage and 3) The
Central Arctic Route.
Northeast Passage is the name of a number of sea routes from the Kara Strait
in the west to the Chukchi Sea and the Bering Strait in the Northeastern part of
Russia. The Northwest Passage is the name of various shipping routes, which
run north of Canada and Alaska from the Beaufort Sea in the west to the Baffin
Bay in the east. The Central Arctic Route runs across the North Pole from the
Greenland Sea to Bering Strait.

Figur 3.

The three Arctic transport corridors

Today, the Northeast Passage is (highlighted in red in the figure above) the
most accessible of the three routes and is only operating route today. The passage is, however, only operational in a very limited period of time every year.
www.niras.dk
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The passage is navigable for about four months a year in the period from July to
November and in 2013 71 ships were transported through the Northeast Passage. The Northeast Passage is administered by Russia via NSRA (The Northern
Sea Route Administration), which also provides information and acts as maritime contact center for the passage.
The Northeast Passage is interesting for the maritime industry for several reasons. Firstly, it can significantly reduce the sea freight distance from Northern
Europe to Asia compared to the traditional shipping routes through the Suez
Canal. Second, it can secure access to Arctic mineral resources - not least in
Russia. This - combined with an increase in world trade and the problems of
piracy in the Indian Ocean – form a base for increased transport by the Northeast Passage in the future.
The sea freight distance from Asia to Europe by sailing through the Northeast
Passage can be reduced by up to 40 percent on some routes. The saving is,
however, reduced when the destination and shipping port is located more
southern. When sailing from Rotterdam in the Netherlands and Shanghai in
China (China's largest port) the distance will be almost 30 percent shorter
through the Northeast Passage. However, when navigating between Rotterdam
and Shenzhen in southern China, the savings are reduced to only 15 percent.
While the advantages of shorter travel time and fuel savings are obvious, there
are also cost factors which point in the opposite direction for the maritime industry.
Firstly, ships sailing through the Northeast Passage must be equipped for the
difficult conditions, which will enhance the shipping costs by 10-15 percent.
There are also additional operating and maintenance costs involved by choosing
the Northeast Passage, as well as higher insurance premiums. The maritime
industry also point out that there may be significant administrative difficulties in
building a partnership with the Russian authorities for navigation of the passage, but that these problems decrease significantly once cooperation is established.
The depth of the sea passages along the Northeast Passage is also a challenge on some routes the passage is as shallow as 10 meters. The narrow passages,
with low depths, put a limit on the size of the ships that can operate the route.
This means that the industry’s usual profits by economies of scale are lost as
compared to the traditional, southern sea routes.

www.niras.dk
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These disadvantages of the Arctic passages are also reflected in the current
strategies for the larger shipping Nations. For example, China has, in recent
years, invested heavily in the development of their southern freight routes and
only shown limited interest in the Arctic passages.
Given the increased cost by using the Northeast Passage and the limited distance savings when the unloading and receiving port is located more southern,
NIRAS assesses that the Northeast Passage primarily will be relevant for freight
between northern Europe and northern Asia. The potentials for the container
shipping industry to use the Northeast passages are also limited given the
economy of scale by operating larger ships at the southern sea routes, and the
higher operating costs. The view is, according to the interviews, also reflected
by the majority of the managers within the maritime industry, who only see
container freight by the Northeast Passage as a niche.
However, it is estimated that increased transit and destinational transport of
raw materials through the Northeast Passage may grow in the future, as the
extraction of oil, gas and minerals in the Arctic develops.
An increase in project freight along the passages, with the goal to provide
equipment and materials for construction projects in northern regions, is expected.
The maritime industry expresses expectations of an increased use of multipurpose vessels for destinational freight as a new business model. This may, for
example, include a combination of equipment freight with the transportation of
ore or - to a lesser extent - containers.
The advantage of the Northwest Passage is that the sea-depth is greater and,
therefore, larger ships will be able to sail through the passage. The Northwest
Passage also provides access to raw material resources in, particularly, Canada.
Destinational bulk freight from the mining industry is expected to grow within a
few years, although the Northwest Passage has yet to fully open, due to the
geography and large amounts of ice. Given the large amounts of ice, freight
along the Central Arctic route still lies in the more distant future.

3.4 More global and Arctic tourism
International tourism is growing rapidly. The United Nations World Tourism
(UNWTO) estimates the total number of international tourists will increase by
an average of 3.3 percent per year in the period from 2010 to 2030. Particularly
experience-based tourism will develop rapidly over the coming years. Because
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of the remote situated geography and unique nature, the Arctic states may very
well gain substantially from the continued growth of tourism.
Part of the future tourism in the Arctic will expectedly take place as cruise tourism. As the Arctic waters become available for a longer period of time each

Number

year, the basis for cruise tourism in the Arctic will expand.

Year

Figur 4.
Numbers of cruise tourism entries in Greenland waters during 2004-2013 (Source:
Arctic Command)

Greenland has experienced inter alia an increase in the number of cruise sails
over the last decade by approximately 11 percent, from 84 cruises in 2004 to
130 in 2013 (see Figure 4 above).
The trend, however, is characterized by large fluctuations, and the development
has been disappointing compared to the original forecast of the number of
cruises in the Arctic as a whole.
Nevertheless, current forecasts still see opportunities for cruise tourism growth
in the Arctic in the future. The maritime industry does not express large expectations to the next decade’s growth within cruise tourism, but predicts a gradual development that may eventually become commercially interesting. Here,
small and medium-sized cruise ships, which are able to access smaller fjords
and get closer to the Arctic nature scenery, are more economically promising.

3.5 Conditions for navigation in the Arctic
Large parts of the Arctic are characterized by an intermittent or permanent
layer of ice, low temperatures, periodical darkness and rapidly changing weather conditions. These are all factors which influence navigation in the area. Sailing in international waters in the Arctic is, as other international shipping, regulated through UNCLOS and the conventions of the International Maritime Orwww.niras.dk
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ganization, IMO (such as SOLAS, STCW and MARPOL). At present there are no
special designed international agreements for vessels operating in the Arctic,
but the current ongoing negotiations on the Polar Code are expected to step
into force in 2017.
The coastal states’ territorial sea extends up to 12 nautical miles. The states
may impose special rules on for example, requirements for safety at sea, protection of the marine environment and requirements for ship emissions. States
may also impose special laws for ships entering national ports, and are entitled
to physically inspect and enforce laws that apply both in national and international waters.
In addition, coastal states are entitled to enforce an additional twelve-mile contiguous buffer zone to the national waters. In this zone, the states exercise control over foreign ships to prevent infringement of national or regional custom
regulations, financial regulations, illegal immigration and breaches of health
regulations.
Coastal States are also entitled to establish a 200-mile exclusive economic zone
from which they may impose sovereign rights to explore for, exploit, conserve
and manage natural resources, including the conservation of the marine environment. These rights, to enforce rules on the environment and pollution, are,
however, more limited than within the territorial waters. Coastal states that can
prove that their continental shelf extends further than the, before mentioned,
200-miles zone, has a possibility to negotiate their exclusive economic zone
beyond the 200-mile limit.
The IMO are currently working for the adoption of the so-called "Polar Code" in
order to address the challenges associated with navigation in Arctic waters. The
purpose of the code is to impose more strict requirements on ice classification
and safety on board for sailing in Arctic waters. It will also impose operational
requirements for the maritime education system and training of the crew, as
well as navigation in ice-covered waters.
More strict regulation is also expected regarding environmental pollution from
ships, especially in connection to the discharge at sea and reception on land of
oil, chemicals, sewage and waste. However, regulations on ballast water and air
emissions are not expected to be touched by the Polar Code.
The Polar Code is currently not adopted as negotiations on the environmental
issues are still ongoing. Once adopted, the Polar Code is expected to come into
force in 2017.
www.niras.dk
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Monitoring, security and environmental emergencies
The increased activity in the Arctic calls for more focus on safety for ships, the
crew and the environment. The Arctic states share the large challenges in monitoring and emergency response management of the Arctic.
The harsh climate and the fragile environment of the Arctic call, in particular,
for the need of a rapid response mechanism in the event of an accident – something that is difficult due to the large geographical area. This applies as well for
accidents involving vessels, the crew or the cargo, as for environmental accidents. Here, the serious consequences for cruise passengers involved in an Arctic accident draws particular attention, along with the consequences for the
fragile Arctic marine environment affected by accidents related to oil exploration or extraction.
Furthermore, the fact that the traditional geostationary satellites, which are
normally used for surveillance, do not operate in the northern Arctic imposes a
challenge. The consequences are that the possibilities to monitor the vessels’
nautical position in Arctic waters are limited. As part of a study on their Arctic
activities, the Danish Navy has currently initiated a survey on various possibilities to improve the monitoring of the waters around Greenland.
Navigation and surveying
There are currently large areas of the Arctic which are insufficiently geographically charted. This results in ships taking longer detours away from their destination, or, if not possible, risking running aground in uncharted waters.
The Danish Geodata Agency and the Royal Danish Navy share the task of ensuring adequate charts for the Realm. The Navy is responsible for collecting the
technical data, while the Geodata Agency processes and disseminates the data.
The number of charted waters around Greenland is gradually improving and the
unmapped waters are not considered a large issue according to the maritime
companies. The problem is limited, especially regarding mining and offshore
projects since these projects usually include the development of charts. Instead,
cruise tourism raises the largest concern in this context. This is because the risk
of an accident is highest due to the incentives to sail close to the coast and icebergs, and also the consequences are most severe because of the large number
of passengers.
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4 THE MARITIME INDUSTRY OF THE DANISH REALM
According to the report "Employment and Production in the Blue Denmark"
from 2014, approximately 63,000 people are directly and 44,000 indirectly employed in the “Blue Denmark”. Thus, the maritime industry employs overall
almost 110,000 people in Denmark, equivalent to approximately four percent of
the total employment. Production in the maritime industry corresponds to nine
per cent of the total Danish production. In Greenland and the Faroe Islands the
maritime industry’s share of employment and production is significantly higher
making it an industry of great importance to the Danish Realm as a whole.
Currently, there are no figures on how many employees or how large a share of
the maritime industry’s revenue, that directly or indirectly are linked to Artic
activities. Of the companies that have contributed to this analysis, only a small
proportion is engaged in Arctic or works exclusively with Arctic products and
services. For most of the companies, the Arctic activities take up a relatively
small proportion of their total production - typically less than ten percent. There
are also plenty of the maritime companies that currently do not operate in the
Arctic or manufacture equipment designed for Arctic activities. Thus, only a
relatively small part of the Danish Realm’s maritime employment and production is in fact attributable to Arctic activities.
For this analysis, NIRAS has identified five sectors in the maritime industry with
growth potential from the Arctic development. These sectors are illustrated in
figure 5 below.
The sector of maritime design includes the design and construction of ships
(primarily specialized ships and support vessels), design and production of engine pumps and pipeline systems, as well as winterization of existing ships and
equipment. The sector of communication, monitoring and rescue equipment
includes production and maintenance of rescue equipment for Arctic conditions, development of navigation, communication and surveillance equipment
to the Arctic and various database services. Shipping involves destinational and
transit cargo shipping with cargo, bulk and oil and gas (including equipment,
waste and chemicals). It also involves cruise services, freight logistics and supply
shipping. For the emergency response, towage and salvage service industries,
tug assistance, environmental and emergency management to offshore projects, ice management, pilotage and icebreaking services (within the Danish
territory) are of special relevance. Finally, the maritime service sector includes
monitoring, maintenance services on local shipyards and the certification and
classification of artic vessels, crew and equipment.
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Categorization of the professions, by sector

The figure illustrates examples of companies active within the five categories
that are expected to gain from the future Artic maritime growth opportunities.
Many of the companies listed in the chart are already involved in activities in
the Arctic, especially in Greenland.
The following sections describe these five categories and players in more detail.

4.1 Shipping
The Danish Realm has a large, modern and competitive commercial fleet. Several shipping companies have ice classed ships and are already active in the
Arctic seas.
The opportunities for shipping in the Arctic are divided into two categories of
maritime transport. The first category comprises shipping with oil tankers, gas
and bulk carriers. The second category concerns supply shipping and logistics,
including freight of equipment to construction sites and activities for offshore
and mining projects, as well as regular container shipping.
The increase in mining and offshore activities and the opening of the Northeast
Passage are the key drivers behind the shipping sectors potential in the Artic
today. DS Norden is currently shipping coal from the "Svea Nord" mine in Svalbard. Nordic Bulk Carriers has a large Artic shipping operation, sailing bulk carriwww.niras.dk
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ers through the Northeast Passage during the summer - in the “open water
period”. Other examples of Danish companies with Arctic growth opportunities
are Blue Water Shipping, Maersk Broker, Maersk Tankers, Polaroil and Torm.
Examples of companies within shipping and logistics, that have operations and
activities in Greenland, are Royal Arctic Line, Arctic Base Supply, Martek and
Blue Water Shipping. Royal Arctic Line A / S has the exclusive right to ship goods
to and from Greenland, ship internally between the towns in Greenland and
ship from the cities to settlements. This exclusivity does not extend to freight
between settlements and other possible destinations in Greenland.

4.2 Emergency response, towing and salvage service
Tugboat assistance, support vessels and ice management activities all have considerable Artic growth potential. This is a result of increased mining, offshore
extraction and increased maritime freight. In the Danish Realm, there are companies that offer services in all of the three areas. Companies that provide tugboat assistance are e.g. Svitzer and Viking Supply Ships, while Esvagt is an example of a company that provides support vessels and “stand-by ships” in relation to offshore activities in Norway and Greenland.
Ice-management is an umbrella term for various ice related activities e.g. monitoring the ice, towing icebergs, as well as regular ice breaking. Viking Supply
Ships is a large player with operations in Russia, Canada and the Baltic Sea and
Greenland Maritime Solutions is an example of a small Greenlandic company
engaged in consulting services related to ice management.
Environmental emergency response is another growing business area for the
Danish Realm’s maritime industry. The market has developed by the offshore
drilling and mining companies, who needed solutions for operating in the fragile
Arctic environment. Greenland Oil Spill Response is a company owned by the
Greenland autonomous government. All oil prospecting companies within
Greenland’s exclusive economic zone are obliged to contract them towards any
oil related activity. Esvagt is another company that offers resources to combat
oil spills.

4.3 Maritime service
The increase in maritime activity in the Arctic is likely to cause an increased
demand for the Danish Realm’s businesses in the servicing, inspection and
maintenance of ships and other related maritime vessels. Distance and the price
are vital parameters for where the repair and maintenance of the ships are per-
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formed. Nuuk Shipyard and MEST Shipyards are shipyards located in Greenland
and the Faroe Island respectively. In Denmark, Karstensens Shipyard,
Vestergaard Marine Service and Orskov Group are examples of shipyards with
future opportunities in providing services for ships in the Arctic. Some players
are currently exploring the possibilities to establish themselves in Greenland.
Maritime services also include certification, classification and approval of ships.
In the past, the classification of ships for Arctic routes focused solemnly on the
ice classification of the hull, but are today also including the classification of
equipment, safety routines and crew. DNV GL is among the world’s three largest companies that classify ships. The company has offices in both Denmark and
Greenland and have a large market share of the classification of ships in Artic
waters.

4.4 Communication, monitoring and rescue equipment
For the industry of maritime safety and lifesaving equipment, there is a special
need to develop and supply products that can withstand the harsh Arctic environment. Both Viking Life Saving Equipment and Harding are major companies
that manufacture safety products for the maritime industry, and they both provide specially developed products for the Arctic conditions.
There are several companies that develop and produce navigation and communication equipment with regards to the Artic challenges, two examples are
Cobham Satcom and Lyngsø Marine.

4.5 Maritime Design
In parallel with the shift of standard shipbuilding from Denmark and Europe to
mainly Asia, a niche market for building and designing smaller ships and special
purpose vessels has developed in Demark. Special purpose ships include for
example stand-by vessels for the offshore industry, minor ice-strengthened dry
cargo and container ships and ships for the Navy.
Karstensens Shipyard is an example of a shipyard that produces special vessels
in Denmark. Upgrading existing ships (retrofit) and strengthening ships to withstand ice and winter conditions (winterization) are two areas with increasing
demand where the companies of the Realm have strong competences. Winterization also includes modification of equipment and crew routines to operate in
freezing temperatures, whether there is ice or not. This is done through examination and replacement of materials and equipment.
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OSK-ShipTech and Odense Maritime Technology are two examples of companies that design specialized ice strengthened vessels. Their prints are sold on
license and then constructed in other parts of the world.
There are many maritime equipment producers within the Danish Realm with
strong market positions in design, development and production. An example
from the equipment industry is DESMI, a large company producing systems for
cooling water and pumps, as well as for oil spill response. Hempel manufactures
paint and coating product series for the harsh Arctic conditions. Odense Maritime Technology has developed screws for ships sailing in the Arctic, so efficiency and strength is optimized for the conditions.
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5 OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR MARITIME
INDUSTRIES IN THE ARCTIC
The overall Arctic opportunities for mining, offshore drilling, Arctic transit
freight, as well as for the cruise tourism, will increase the demand of many maritime services, produced by the Danish maritime industry. This section introduces these services and where the Danish sector especially has a competitive
advantage.

5.1 The maritime industries and mining
The maritime opportunities in mining are either directly or indirectly linked to
the transportation, going to and from the mine. The demand for maritime
freight services in mining is greatest during the operational phase, but also deployment and decommissioning involves freight, which only can take place at
sea.
The Danish Realm’s companies are already established as market players when
it comes to Arctic bulk freight, thus the Realm has a first-mover advantage in
terms of knowledge and equipment, including ice classed ships. This advantage
may potentially trickle down to other companies and sectors through collaboration, knowledge networks and, not least, be assisted by the sector’s existing
high rate of labour exchange.
The Realm also possesses a strong market position in ice-management and Arctic ice towing and, thus, a good chance to get a significant share of the future
market.
Several respondents within the maritime industries stress that their geographical presence in Greenland offers them a considerable competitive advantage.
First, such local presence provides visibility and insight into the political processes related to mining, but it also develops networks, awareness and experience of local issues and challenges. The maritime experience from Greenland
also provides good capabilities for navigation in ice filled waters.
Although the Danish Realm’s maritime companies are well positioned to seize
the future opportunities, there are also challenges. Even for the forecasted mining projects in Greenland, there are no guarantees that the bulk freight will be
provided by a Danish company. Several of the companies interviewed for this
study point out that they experience difficulties in entering their name on the
supplier lists, regardless of it is as subcontractor for the international bidders or
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for the mining companies. Being on such lists is critical in order to become a
supplier to the future mining projects.
Opportunities
In mining, shipping operations of bulk is the greatest opportunity for the
Realm’s maritime industries. The extent of bulk freight depends on the mine
type and extraction volume, where some mine types (e.g. gold mines) are characterized by relatively small transportation needs, while others (such as coal
mines) are characterized by larger transportation needs. The Danish shipping
companies already meet the international regulation standards of today, thus,
chances are that the opportunity in Arctic bulk freight will be seized gradually,
following the reinforcement of the international regulations (e.g. the Polar
Code).
Destination bulk freight relate exclusively to the operational phase. However, a
mine will also need freight of project materials and equipment during deployment and decommissioning. However, the total need for freight of equipment
and materials is lower than that of bulk.
Besides materials and equipment, special freight of certain chemicals to the
mines for the extraction processes are needed (depending on the mine type)
along with freight of waste from the mine.
The remote position of mines in the Arctic prevents direct access to any goods
or product. Any supplies must be transported to the site, usually by the sea.
Such supply chain management is, therefore, a separate business opportunity
for the Danish maritime sector.
In order to access the Arctic mines, the waters must be kept free of ice. Also,
support vessels are needed to tow bulk carriers into the mining site. This calls
for services such as ice management and towing vessels, as well as Danish pilotage service in the waters around Greenland.
There may also be a market to inspect service and repair the additional vessels
needed for the future mining operations in Greenland. The increased transportation will also create opportunities for the industry of maritime equipment, to
produce Arctic adapted equipment to the increased number of ships, due to
heavier traffic. The production of the equipment will primarily take place in
Asia, but the Danish Realm’s sectors are competitive in design and the development phases.
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Other prospects on a smaller scale may also develop. These include icemanagement, monitoring of the freight routes, including ice thickness, and the
design of Arctic adapted bulk carriers. The Polar Code will also open a market
for the classification and certification of ships and staff.
Challenges
Some challenges exist however, which may dampen the maritime sector’s
chances of benefitting from the mining projects in Arctic. Protectionism, trade
barriers and lack of collaboration are all issues specifically highlighted by the
maritime industry as barriers. National regulation on local production or employment, and national technical requirements and industry standards may act
as technical barriers for the companies. Such barriers are particularly large for
small business entities (of which the Danish maritime sector is rich). Given that
these challenges are particularly harsh on smaller entities, the maritime sector
of the Danish Realm may face asymmetric competition, compared to other nations with a higher degree of large entities.
Generally, in order to fully seize the opportunities, the international competition for the sector must be fair, which is not always the case. An example is the
"Jones Act" in the United States, which requires that all goods transported by
water between U.S. ports be carried on U.S.-flag ships, constructed in the United States, owned by U.S. citizens, and crewed by U.S. citizens. The Jones Act
makes it difficult for the Realm’s fleet to operate in Alaska, or at least prevents
it from reaping the full benefits. The equipment industry also faces challenges in
Canada, as some equipment in Canada must be produced in Canada. Several
companies also express concern with Russia’s requirements to manage the
freight to its mining projects themselves, much like their requirements regarding the oil and gas projects.
Several Danish companies also mentioned that they face challenges with the
Greenland Mineral Resources Act, which requires that companies and labour
involved in mining projects are from Greenland unless the Greenlandic companies are not technically or commercially competitive, or no skilled labour are
available. However, chances are that Danish companies already registered in
Greenland may benefit from this in comparison to their international competitors.
Finally, it is also seen as a challenge that the Danish sector’s fleet today does
not contain a sufficient number of ice-strengthened ships to meet the existing
demand related to the freight of ore in the peak season.
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5.2 The maritime industries and extraction of oil and gas
An oil and gas project is divided into a number of phases. The exploration phase
involves a series of activities before starting to drill. This includes seismic studies, baseline studies, environmental studies and stakeholder consultations etc.
These activities involve maritime operations. For example, some vessels are
used for seismic data collection, others for environmental studies. The exploration phase also involves offshore drilling tests. Such tests are complex and involve the application of equipment and staff, as well as support vessels and
vessels for emergency response.
The construction phase establishes the drilling rig and the deployment phase
initiates the actual production. The latter, for example, involves for example
freight of the oil and gas and supplies of materials and equipment. The decommissioning phase closes down the oil rig and involves shipping the dismantled
parts away, as well as closing and sealing the well. In environmental fragile areas such as the Arctic, the decommissioning is usually finalized by a concluding
environmental study.
The maritime companies of the Realm emphasized their comparative advantage
in maintaining a fleet of oil and gas tankers, in order to reap future possibilities
in the Arctic. They have also accumulated experience and knowledge of Arctic
maritime operation and maritime support services through the sector’s involvement in exploratory drilling in Greenland’s waters, as well as in extraction
drilling in particular Norway and Russia. This positions several of the Danish
Realm’s companies well to deliver support services (such as ice management,
ice towing, emergency response management) as subcontractors to those oil
and gas companies, involved in Arctic oil and gas drilling.
Several companies also believe, that the Realm’s maritime sector will gain from
being physically situated in Greenland, the day the Greenlandic oil and gas projects take off.
Some of the Realm’s companies have built a close collaboration with Norwegian
companies and are to be found on the supplier lists of the Norwegian offshore
industry. Because of the increased Norwegian activity in particularly the Barents
Sea, this is seen as a great advantage. The good collaboration between Norway
and Denmark is generally seen as a great asset and competitive advantage, as
Norway is expected to host a large share of the future Arctic offshore activities.
Norway has an oil and gas industry operating in the Arctic, and the Danish companies maintain an extensive fleet of tankers and support vessels, prepared for
Arctic conditions.
www.niras.dk
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Opportunities
An increase in oil and gas exploitation in the Arctic will create a number of large
opportunities for the maritime industries in the Arctic.
This includes, most importantly, Arctic destinational oil and gas shipping, except
for those projects where the extracted oil and gas is transported through permanent pipelines. Whether such pipelines are constructed, depends on: 1) the
length of the expected extraction time and 2) the technical complexity and cost
of installing the pipelines. Long production lengths will make it more attractive
to install pipelines, as it can reduce the costs of shipping. Pipelines are, however, costly, and shipping therefore more attractive on shorter projects.
Destinational shipping is, however, a considerable opportunity, as the majority
of offshore drilling in the Arctic takes place in deep water, from where most
extracted oil is transported by sea. Some gas is also shipped, although gas is
more likely to be transported by pipeline due to the characteristics of gas. An
example of gas being transported by ship is the Norwegian Snøhvit field in the
Norwegian Sea. This is possible by converting the gas to liquid gas (LNG).
An increase in Arctic oil and gas projects will, besides destinational shipping,
also - depending on local conditions - increase the need for maritime support
functions. Such services include ice management, monitoring of drift ice and
towing icebergs. The floating ice and icebergs can result in damaged rigs and
equipment and, therefore, enhances the need to monitor and respond to any
ice that moves towards the drilling rig. Not only must the waters around the rig,
but the freight routes to and from be kept free of ice. There will, additionally,
be a need for vessels, equipped to quickly respond to emergencies (so called
“stand-by ships”) and environmental damages, such as minor oil spills.
An increase in the number of rigs in the Arctic and interlinked maritime activity
may also open up for a secondary service industry, for the ships sailing to the
rigs. Shipyards in Denmark, which both designs and builds specialized vessels,
may experience increased demand for producing and designing specialized vessels to support functions around the rigs. The equipment industry may deliver
products adapted to the harsh Arctic conditions, similar to the need for mining
projects. The risk of oil spills from ships and from the rigs may also develop a
market for equipment to handle such emergencies, including booms, pumping
systems, etc. Also, a more transportation connected to servicing the staff on the
rigs is likely.
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Lastly, the exploration phase will involve vessels for making geological tests,
samples, as well as support vessels for emergency and ice management.
The exploitation phase will also open some smaller opportunities for design and
winterization of tankers. Tankers are generally produced in Asia, but some Danish companies contribute to the design. The same applies to winterization. The
offshore activity may also call for construction of flow ports, of which Danish
companies may provide components. Offshore activities in Greenland will generate opportunities for additional pilotage and ice management services, as
well as supervision by authorities and maritime services. Danish companies may
also provide such services outside Danish waters, however, only to the extent
that it involves on-site services. As for mining, ships sailing to the rigs, but also
the rigs themselves, need Arctic adapted rescue equipment.
Challenges
The maritime industry sees a barrier to their activities in the Norwegian offshore market, as Norwegian companies like Statoil traditionally selects Norwegian subcontractors as partners. However, as the Realm’s companies usually
have a good standing among Norwegian oil and gas companies, they may have
an advantage over other foreign companies.
As for the rest of the Arctic, some companies mention that the Realm’s suppliers lack visibility vis-à-vis the oil and gas sector, in for example the U.S. and Russia. It is also a general opinion of the maritime sector that cooperation with the
Russian oil and gas industry can be difficult and very bureaucratic.

5.3 The maritime industries and cruise tourism
International cruise tourism in the Arctic has expanded over the past decade,
and the trend is expected to continue. This trend is, however, not expected to
generate much growth in the Danish Realm’s maritime industries by itself. The
industry believes that growth opportunities exist, especially for small and medium-sized cruise ships that are built to access smaller fjords and get closer to the
Arctic nature scenery. The Realm has no such fleet of cruise ships, and the development in Arctic cruises is primarily expected to benefit the already established cruise nations.
Opportunities
According to the industry, cruise tourism opportunities for the Realm’s maritime industry are limited on the short or medium term. However, some medium
and smaller opportunities exist which may benefit the Realm’s maritime induswww.niras.dk
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try. This applies especially to Arctic rescue equipment, because of the large
number of passengers involved in the cruise industry.
Also, opportunities for the Greenlandic service and tourism industry, interlinked
to the cruise tourism, exist, and can be further developed by an increased number of cruises and new routes. This includes smaller local cruise ships with local
crew providing shuttle transportation to coastal destinations and day trips to
local settlements. Other such opportunities include bringing the tourists closer
to nature by, for example, whale watching, deep-sea fishing and boat trips to
the ice sheet.
Although the cruise ships are likely to be constructed abroad, the design process of particularly the small and medium-sized Arctic cruise ships may create
an opportunity for the Danish Realm’s industries.
A number of smaller opportunities also exist for the maritime service businesses. For example, pilotage service and onboard guidance where navigators with
local expertise are hired to guide cruise ships through the Arctic waters. In some
cases tug assistance in relation to docking and navigating narrow passages, as
well as the monitoring of ice movements, ice thickness and producing Greenlandic maritime weather reports, hold business opportunities.
Challenges
Cruise ship tourism is facing some challenges which hold back development in
the Arctic and, especially, in Greenland. One of these challenges is the time and
cost of launching new international cruise routes. Generally, it takes about
three years to establish a new cruise itinerary. Shipping operators are therefore
required to mobilize large investments with a high risk tolerance in order to
develop such niche tourist destinations in the Arctic, where there is high uncertainty about the demand.
The infrastructure and port capacity also represents a barrier for cruise tourism
in Greenland. Insufficient port capacity in the Arctic is generally a problem, and
expanding and developing the port capacity is seen as critical to the future development. At the same time, the industry points out that the service industry
in the Arctic does not today possess the capacity to meet the demands of a
large cruise tourism industry. Furthermore, the tourism industry in Greenland
is, today, less capable at attracting more tourism to the Arctic compared to
other traditional cruise tourism destinations.
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Several of the companies in the survey also highlighted the challenge of safety
and emergency management regarding cruise tourism in the Arctic. Distances in
the Arctic are so large that any assistance to ship emergencies are often several
days away, as well as limited in capacity in order to meet the challenges related
with larger cruise ships.
The combination of many challenges and the absence of competitive advantages diminish the chances for the sector’s growth related to cruise tourism
in the coming years. It should be stressed, however, that this conclusion is limited to the maritime sector, as market opportunities linked to the cruise tourism
exists in other sectors.

5.4 The maritime industries and the Arctic passages
As the Arctic passages open, the Danish Realm’s maritime industries could, increasingly, become key players for the future transit freight.
Due to increased costs associated with investing in Arctic adapted ships, a business model involving utilizing the ships throughout the year is needed. The,
currently operating, business model by Nordic Bulk Carriers is based on summer
transport along the Northeast Passage and winter freight in ice filled waters
elsewhere. This model has proven both durable and competitive. The Royal
Arctic Line is also working with transport to Antarctica during winter in the
northern hemisphere, where part of their fleet is left idle due to ice. Such business models provide a good starting point for meeting the future competition.
The industry stresses that it is difficult and costly to establish cooperation with
the relevant Russian authorities for freight in the Northeast Passage. However,
these difficulties decrease significantly once cooperation is established. Thus,
the first-mover advantage when operating on the Northeast Passage is particularly high for the Danish Realm’s maritime companies (e.g. because of the trickledown effect to other companies through the high rate of job shifts, typically
for the Danish labour market). These high entry costs, however, are also the
reason why other companies may totally refrain from entering the shipping
market for the Northeast Passage.
Finally, it is a future challenge to maintain a high market share. As the market of
the passages develops, the cost of upholding a high market share will increase
and other players will enter the market. Here the challenge is to ensure that the
market position of the Danish Realm’s businesses is maintained, even when the
first-mover advantages dissolve.
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For the Northwest Passage, the national regulation on the involvement of local
vessels is a challenge for the sectors’ cooperation with North America and, especially, Canada.
Opportunities
The greatest opportunity, in the short term, exists in transit and destinational
freight of bulk, oil and gas. Also, more maritime project freight through the passages is expected, for the provision of equipment and materials to construct
projects in the northern regions.
In the future, the importance of business models involving flexible multifunction vessels, designed to simultaneously transport different types of goods at
once (for example, a vessel that transports both equipment and bulk), may increase. This is because such vessels are designed to continuously scale and
adapt to the exchangeable need for transportation. This need may also generate a demand for designing such vessels. Besides, greater opportunity could
arise in developing individual maritime product components adapted to Arctic
waters.
Some minor opportunities may also arise, associated with an increased traffic
on the Northeast Passage. These include the development and sale of Arctic
rescue equipment, however, limited in volume because of the small crew needed on such transportation. Additionally, a demand for the design of new, ice
classed ships, as well as for the winterization of existing ships (mainly design
and planning).
Complementary to the business model with multifunction vessels, a niche market on special Arctic container freight may develop - even if mainstream container cargo itself, via the Northeast Passage, will not increase.
According to the interviews, demand for services on the Realm’s shipyards will
be limited. However, some opportunities for Greenlandic shipyards may arise if
traffic will cross routes next to Greenland, especially, related to freight on the
Northwest Passage or the Trans Arctic Route.
Challenges
The costs and time duration are the main barriers related to freight through the
Northeast Passage. These are due to increased fuel costs associated with sailing
in ice, as well as the extra time spent using the passage. The speed is generally
lower and the limited development of the passage often results in queuing up
for ice management services. Hence, such costs will continue to be a barrier
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regarding the frequency of maritime transit freight through the passage in the
future.
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6 ACTIONS TO UNFOLD THE OPPORTUNITIES
It is generally believed that the Danish Realm’s maritime industry is well positioned to seize the future Arctic opportunities, the day they start to unfold.
Several companies are already active in the Arctic and they, generally, plan to
increase their Artic activities in the future.
Although the maritime sector is well-positioned, some improvements can be
made. Therefore, the analysis has also been dedicated to identify ways to diminish some of the existing challenges and seize the opportunities in order for
the Danish Realm’s maritime sector to obtain the best possible conditions for
the future Arctic markets.
By studying these challenges and opportunities, four ways of action have been
identified which are likely to contribute to seize the future opportunity of the
Danish Realm’s maritime industries.

6.1 Increased cooperation
Fostering cooperation is a key success factor to get a share of the future, Arctic,
opportunities. This fact recurs in almost all suggestions from both businesses
and governmental entities. It is necessary to foster a general interdisciplinary
cooperation between small and large sized enterprises that focuses on exchanging knowledge on the Arctic market development. In addition, structured, temporarily partnerships, designed to meet specific needs, may help improve market access.
Thus, one approach could be to establish a more formal collaboration between
companies, research institutions and possibly public actors. This would in the
forthcoming years ensure a forum for the exchange of experiences and create
new initiatives to ensure continuous adaptation towards the future Arctic market.
Such cooperation should focus on tangible solutions on how to exploit opportunities or face the challenges. Solutions could focus on how to train staff and
develop proficiencies, exchange knowledge about business models and customers, as well as establish partnerships to exchange staff skills or knowledge
on foreign public administrative systems.
The knowledge sharing could involve the development of vocational guides to
maritime business activities in the Arctic, in order to introduce new companies
to the opportunities and the challenges of the Arctic in the future, as well as
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introducing them to people with specific knowledge. The guide may also contain information about individual markets and major players in the markets.
An alternative approach could also be to establish an Arctic Centre, which collects and disseminates Arctic know-how and contacts to new companies, interested in the Arctic market.

6.2 Education and skills
Education, training and improvement of employees' proficiencies are a key focus area. This applies to both direct maritime skills and commercial and technical competencies. There are a number of these proficiency areas (e.g. local
knowledge and maneuvering in ice covered waters) where the Danish Realm’s
navigators and other maritime graduates are in high demand, and their popularity may grow in the future. Of commercial proficiencies, a rising demand after
knowledge on how to enter the Arctic market is expected. This includes such
skills as knowledge on the Arctic opportunities, culture and business understanding. Of technical proficiencies, more know-how on new, competitive maritime technologies is likely to be in higher demand, including knowledge on how
the harsh Arctic conditions interact with maritime technologies.
Increased training regarding Arctic conditions will enhance the employment
chances for the graduates in companies operating in the Arctic, as well as enhancing the recruitment pool for the Danish Realm’s maritime employers.
An initiative could be to focus on developing hands-on Arctic experience in education and in-service training. For example the maritime schools only offer theoretical training in ice navigation. Marstal Navigation School and SIMAC offers
training via an ice simulator, but not as an integrated part of the graduation
scheme. Here, ice navigation could be made an integrated part of the relevant
courses, either as mandatory or voluntary subjects.
However, the industry stresses that some maritime proficiencies only can be
acquired through hands-on experience and are focused on in-service training.
For schools in Greenland, the hands-on experience is easily integrated into the
training, while such experience for the students in Denmark and the Faroe Islands only can be gained through exchange programs with Greenland. Exchange
programs may also be available with Sweden and Norway (or even with Russia
or Canada), where such hands-on training is already offered. Some companies
also mention that the Navy has experience and competencies when it comes to
navigation in the Arctic.
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6.3 Presence in the Arctic nations
According to the companies, market visibility and presence in countries like the
USA, Canada and Russia are crucial for a company’s market position.
The Realm’s maritime sector could reduce their market entry costs if the industry collaborated on sharing back-office and marketing facilities. One way to do
this could be to establish cooperation with the Trade Council of Foreign Affairs.
Such representation could also be organized as a structured collaboration between the market leading Danish companies and SMEs.
The maritime sector stresses that visibility is key in order to become enlisted on
the supplier lists of the mining or offshore industry. Once on the supplier lists,
the chance of being selected to the projects increases substantially.
Both private and public actors could improve such visibility, by coordinating
efforts and promoting the Danish Realm’s maritime abilities collectively - or
spreading the voice through their participation in trade fairs and market conferences.
Finally, information could be further pursued on whether SMEs would gain economically by contracting subcontractors rather than contracting the large multinationals directly.

6.4 The framework of specialized vessels for use in the Arctic
The interviewed companies emphasized several challenges, which touched the
institutional framework conditions for using specialized vessels for use in the
Arctic, including icebreakers.
Companies with a business model involving a fleet of specialized vessels or icebreakers, not currently covered by the special framework conditions for shipping, face a competitive disadvantage compared to the other major maritime
nations. This creates an incentive to move the company abroad, whereby Denmark as a consequence may lose these business opportunities and interlinked
skills. In order to retain these businesses and be instrumental for enhancing the
sector’s competitiveness, a closer look is recommended on how to apply the
same framework conditions to specialized vessels, as to those for other types of
vessels.
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